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ARSIACT

MOBILE FIREPOWER FOR CONTINGENCY OPERATIONS: EMERGING
CONCEPTS FOR U.S. ARMY UGHT ARMOR FORCES by MAJ James W.
Shufelt, Jr., USA, 68 pages.

This monograph discusses the adequacy of emerging caocepts for the
doctrine, organization, and materiel of ight armor formes in the U.S. army. The
U.S. Army is currently developing new light minor organizations and precuring a
modem light armor vehicle, due to deficiencies with exsting light armor forces and
the increased impoftanc of contingency operations. In addition, emerging doctrine
for these organizations addresses their employment on future contingency operation
battlefields. This monograph evaluates the adeqacy of e-erging U.S. Army
concepts for light armor forces in condogency operafion against doctrinal
considerations for contingency opzration and the experiences of other armed
forces.

This monograph first presents doctrhial c for U.S. Army
coningncy forces, based on the current and fute Nvsion of the Anny's keystone
doctrinal manual, FM 100-5. Onerados. Next, current and emerging concepts for
the use of light armor forces by the U.S. Army are reviewed, followed by
discassion of the light armor forces and operational experiences of two major
Wester users of light armor vehicles, South Africa and France. Analysis reveals
that while the emrgitg doctrine, organization, and materiel for U.S. Army light
munor forces generally satisfies keystone doctrinal considerations, the valuable
experiences of other nations with light armor forces have not been applied.

This monograph concludes that emerging U.S. Army concepts for light
armor forces in contingency operations should result in the more deployable amnor
orgaizations demanded by cotgecy operatton requirements. Documented
flaws in the doctrine, organization, and materiel of these forces, while important,
should not be permitted to delay creation of thes required forces. Fimally, this
monograph notes that despit flaws in emerging concepts for U.S. Army light
armor forces, the nmnber of light mrnor unita is ao small that improvement should
be an evolutionary process, as occurred with French and South African light minor
forces. Accesioo For
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Section 1 - Introduction

Too few strategically deployable light armor units and an ob -olete light

armor vehicle have been acknowledged deficiencies in U.S. Army contingency

forces for many yearw. Unfortunately, potential solutions to these problems had

extremely low priority in the Army budget and force design prooms prior to the

demise of the Soviet Union, the disolution of the Warsaw Pact, and the resulting

redirection of the United States strategic focus. As recently as 1990, the

Government Accolmding Office (GAO) severely criticized the Army and the other

services for failing to develop weapons systems designed for potential enemies

other than the traditional Soviet threat. Two years later, the U.S. Army is moving

rapidly to correct its light armor force deficiencies by procuring new light armor

vehicles and developing new light armor organizations.

Currently, the 82nd Airborne Division's armor battalion is the only light

armor unit in the U.S. Army force structure. This unit, the 3rd Battalion, 73rd

Armor Regiment, is equipped with the M551AI Sheridan Armored

Reconuaissance Airborne Assault Vehicle (ARAAV), a lightly armored

reconnaissance vehicle introduced during the Vietnam War.2 Although the

Sheridan and 3-73 Armor have faithfdlly served in numerous deployments and

exercises throughout the world, American combat experiences in Operations

JUST CAUSE, DESERT STORM, and DESERT SHIELD highlighted the

urgent requirement to replace the obsolete M551AI with a modem light armor

vehicle.
3
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Major changes in the international security environm-,nt have also foced

the U.S. Army to increase its focus on contingency operations and dedicated

contingency forces. Despite the demise of the Soviet Union and the Warsaw Pact,

many nations, friendly or otherwise, possess significant quantities of heavy and

light armor veh-cles.' In addition, the increased threat of mid-intensity conflicts

against well equipped Third World militaries requires different forces than a pure

low intensity conflict (LIC) focus.' As a result, while heavy forces faced major

cuts over the last two years, few, if any c"s occurred in Army contingency

forces. In addition, the vulnerability of U.S. Army and United States Marine

Corps (USMC) light forces during Exercise DESERT SHIELD prior to the arrival

of Army heavy forces highlighted the need in contingency operations for

additional strategically deployrble light armor forces.

Responding to demonstrated deficiencies in U.S. Army light armor forces

and the U.S. Army's heightened concentration on contingency operations, the

Army is aggressively developing new designs and equipment for its light armor

force. Organizational and doctrinal initiatives include improvement of the

existing light armor battalion (LAB) design/ and doctrine, the creation of two

additional LABs, and an entirely new light irganizaion, the light armored cavalry

regiment (LACR). In addition, Army materiel developers recently selected the

XM8 Armored Gun System kAGS) as the reý for the M551AI.

Although the validity of the U.S. Armn s 7 equir-m for improved light

armor forces is clear, the U.S. Army may be rushing into inadequate or

"2



nicomplete solutions for deficiencies in the light armor force. Many other

Western nations have used light armor forces for contingency operations; perhaps

their experiences present pertinen! lessons feJ" U.S. light armor force designers.

The French and South African armies, in particular, have successfully used light

armor vehicles in contingency operations for many years - the experievces of

these forces may provide valuable insights for the emerging doctrine,

organization, and materiel of U.S. Army light armor forces. There is, of course,

no requirement for the U.S. Army to apply the military lessons of other nations

blindly ; indeed, there may be numerous logical reasons to ignore these lessons.

However, the lessons that other major western powers have determined

concerning the use of light armor forces in contingency operations should serve as

a common sense check on American concepts for light armor forces. French and

South African Army experiences with light armor forces have particular relevance

to this study because these organizations are similar in structure and size to the

Americen Army, emphasize contingency operations, and have fought enemy

armor forces trained and equir.,, by the Soviet Union or their allies.

Reflecting concern over the pace and direction of solutions to the

deficiencies in the U.S.Army's light armor force, this study will evaluate emerging

U.S. Army doctrine, organization, and materiel for light armor forces against: (1)

selected considerations for contingency operations contained in the 1986 edition

of FM 100-5 Operations and the 1992 preliminary draft ersion of the same

document, and (2) lessons extracted from French and Souih African experiences
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with light armor forces. The resulting monograph research question is: Do

emerging U.S. Army concepts for light armor forces In cortA gency

operations satisfy doctrinal consideratious for contingency forces and reflect

contemporary French and South African combat experiences with light

armor forces?

This study will utilize the following methodology: (1) determine

applicable current and emerging U.S. contingency force considerations, based on

national security documents and U.S. Army doctrinal publications; (2) review the

historical experiences, c.zrrent chara teristics, and emerging featurea of light armor

forces in the American, French, and South African armies, to include

determinat'on of lessons from French and South African experiences with light

armor forces; and (3) evaluate the adequacy of emerging U.S. Army doctrinm,

organizadon, and mAteriel for light armor forces, utilizing the general contingency

force consideratious developed earlier in the study and the experiences of the

French and South African armies.

One requirement that must be satisfied prior to answering this study's

research question is die def'nition of key terms used within the research question

and the monograph text. The subject of this monograph, light armor forces, are

military forces equipped with light armor vehicles - lightweight, minimally

armored, wheeled or tracked vehicles, equipped with gun or missile systems,

designed to provide direct fire support. The typq of operations that usually

require these forces, contingency operatGons, are "...military operations

4



requiring rapid deployment to perform militaty tasks in suppon of national

policy,"7 while force projection is "a demonstrated ability to rapidly alert,

mobilize, deploy and conduct operations anywhere in the word." ' Doctrine, as

illized by the U.S. Army, is a satement of how au army operates on the

battlefield, the primary sources of U.S. Army doctaine for this study are the 1986

and 1992 (preliminary draft) versions of FM 100-5. Oerations and the

preliminary draft of "FM 17-18, Light Armor Operations." A final key term,

organization, pertains to the -tuuature, including both personnel and materiel

authorizations of a military unit.

Section 2- Americau Contagency Force Considerations

Current U.S. Army considerations for contingency forces are derived from

a variety of national defense policy sources, to include the Presid.enrs National

Securitk Strategy (NSS) and the Secretary of Defense's National Military Strategy

(NMS). The current NSS, published in 1992, highlights the complexity of the

contemporary inteinational security situation, explaining that ".. . we [currently]

confront dangt•s more ambiguous than those we previously faced. What type and

distribution of forces are needed to combat not a particular, poised enemy, but the

nascent threats of power vacuums and regional instabilities?", A consistent theme

throughout the NSS is the increased importance and numerous challenges of

contingency operations. Faced with tle changing threat in Europe, the NSS notes

the. increased importance of regional contingencies, which will, in part,... shape



how we org-,;--, equip, e'pIoy, and employ our a-tive and r.-CTv forcea."'*

The NSS also 'es the challenge of developing techmologies that permit

forces to be lethal and yet more readily deployable and sustairabie thar today,"

The NMS elaborates on the force requirements presented in the NMS, explaining

that America's national defense strategy requires forces that are highly trained,

highly ready, rapidly deliverable and initially self-sufficient. 2

The 1986 version of FM 100-5 Operations, the U.S. Arnny's current

kjystone doctrinal manual, reviews a number of considerations for contingency

forces: mission, adequacy, deployability, supportability, affordability, availability

of forces, and use of indigenous forces. 3 Of these considerations, the following

are usable in this study as evaluation criteria=

1. Adequacy. A trained force capable of performing tasks

determined from the mission analysis process is available in the force structure."

IL other words, if a mission analysis determines that a light armor force is

necessary for success of a contingency operation, an appropriately trained,

equipped, and organized light armor force should exist in the Army structure.

2. Deployabltty. Means must be available to deploy forces to the

contingency area of operations. " Deployability is a function bo~h of the physical

characteristics of an organization and its equipment, and the capability of the

allocated deployment means. A light armor force is more deployable than a

regular armor unit because of the reduced size and weight of its equipment, but if

6



suitable aircraft are not available to sutpport unit deployment, light and heavy units

may be equally deployable.

3. SupportabPilty. Logistic support assets must be available to

support and stistain the contingency force throughout the time period necessary

for mission accomplishment." Support and sustainment operations include

provision of fuel, maintenance, and ammunition for the deployed force.

4. Affordabfity. The forces and other -esources determined

necessary for successful accomplishment of a contingency operation must be

weighed against vital missions elsewhere." This consideration concerns the

relative importance of the specific contingency mission and the quantity of light

armor trits available. If only one light armor battalion exists - the current

situation in the U.S. Army - its use must be evaluated against other possible

contingencies. Obviously, the more light armor units that exist, the more likely

their employment if mission analysis determines they will be necessary or useful

At the same time, the total number of light armor forces in the force structure

must be supported by existing and postulated contingency operation requirements.

Emerging requirements for contingency forces are also apparent in

NATO's evolving missions in the wake of the demise of the Soviet Union and the

Warsaw Pact American General John Galvin, Supreme Allied Commander

Europe (SACEUR), described NATO's new strategy during an April 1992

interview as ... a strategy of crisis response, inviting an understanding that we

are not simply getting ready for some massive defense against massive attack.""
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The SACEUR then predicted that a future conflict involving NATO might be a".

modern, high intensity, three dimensional, mtnational and highly mobile

war," highlighting the fact that contingency operations are not necessarily low

intensity, small scale operations involving lightly equipped adversaries.* The

importance of this new strategy is also apparent in NATO's development of a

multinational contingency corps designed, in part, for deployment outside of the

traditional NATO area of operations. Interetngly, despite changes in NATO's

focus and organization, the SACEUR's comments reinforce the continued

importance or adequacy as a key consideration for contingency force design.

GEN Galvin's comments clearly illustrate that the warfighting capability required

to accomplish a mission is paramount in force design. Mere deployability is

immaterial if the deployed force is incapable of performing necessary combat

tasks.

Proposed changes to U.S. Army doctrine elucidated in FM 100-5

(Preliminary Draft) illustrate the U.S. Army's philosophic and practical change

from a "forward defense" army to a "force projection" army and highlight the

increased importance of contingency force operations. This document also

presents key considerations for force projection operations. These considerations

are anticipation, versatility, force tailoring, intelligence, logistics, command,

oinmimications, special operations forces, training, public affairs, combined

operations, and interagency operations." Of the twelve considerations, two -

versatility and force talloriug - are new and usefid criteria for evaluating



emerging light armor force doctrine, organization, and materieL Versaility refers

to the ability ofa lmit to accomplish a diverse set of missions in a variety of

locations throughout the world."' Versatility is a function both of the flexibility

of a trifs doctrine, organization, and materiel and the breadth and depth of the

individual, tmit, and leader training in an organization. Force tailoring is the

process of configuring task-organized units, based on the mission, deployment

options, and unit capabilities.' Force tailoring is based on existing and potential

mission requirements, and is facilitated by habitual relationships between units,

detailed SOPs, and common or similar doctrine, organization, and materieL

The resulting criteria that this study will utilize to evaluate the adequacy of

emerging U.S. Army doctrine, organization, and materiel for light armor forces in

contingency operations are a combination of the considerations for contingency

forces extracted from the 1986 version of FM 100-5 and the 1992 preliminary

draft of the same manual: adequacy, deployability, supportability, affordability,

versatility, and force tailoring.

Section 3 - Lght Armor Forces

The U.S. Army and Light Armor Forces:

Despite the U.S. Anny's extensive historical experience in contingency

operations, the U.S. Army's recent combat experience with light armor forces in

contingency operations is limited. This limited experience is due to a variety of

9



factors to include actual mission requirements, available means for force

deployment, and the limited quantity of light armor units available for contingency

operations. Many contingency operations have no requirement for light armor

forces because the contingency operation does not involve an opponent with

credible armored forces. Similarly, the rapid nature of most contingency.

operations demands primary reliaace on airlift for force deployment; diversion of

this critical resouice for light armor force deployment is only justified if the

mission truly requires the immediate presence of light armor units for force

protection or mission accomplishment. Finally, with only a single LAB in the

current U.S. Army force structure, deployment of this batalion or its subordinate

elements must be evaluated against the requirements of all other possible

contingencies. The end result is a low probability that the 82nd Airborne's LAB

will deploy for a typical contingency operation.

Although U.S. Army light armor forces were deployed for OPERATION

JUST CAUSE, the U.S. militarys December 1989 victory over the Panamanian

Defense Force (PDF), the actual number of Sheridans deployed to Panama was

very small - a single company from 3-73 Armor- due to limited requirements for

light armor forces and the difficulty of clandestinely deploying the vehicles to

Panama prior to the operation. Four Sheridans, in combination with USMC Light

Armored Vehicles (LAVs) and 5th Infantry Division M 113 Armored Personnel

Carriers (APCs), did play a major role in the capture of the PDF headquarters, the

Commandancia.' The remainder of the company, dropped by parachute onto

10



Tocumen Military Airfield and Omar Torrijos International Airport on 20

December 1989, performed convoy security operations and assisted in the

reduction of PDF strongpoints in Panama City.' Despite the successful

integration of the 82nd Airborne Division's Sheridans with infantry forces

throughout this operation, the performance of the Army's light armor forces

during Operation JUST CAUSE was limited by the obsolescence of the Sheridan.

Lacking sophisticated modem fire control systems and thermal sights, the

Sheridans had limited night utility." In addition, the advanced age of the

Sheridans made maintaining adequate materiel readiness a constant struggle

throughout the operation.'

The iniial phase of OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, clearly a

contingency operation involving a significant enemy armor threat, presented a

legitimate requirement for the deployment of the 82nd Airborne Division's entire

"LAB. However, the vulnerability of the 82nd Airborne Division prior to the

arrival of U.S. Army heavy forces demonstrates the U.S. Army's need for

additional light armor forces, if only for contingency force protection.

The U.S. Army's current light armored force doctrine, organization, and

materiel clearly reflect the specific experiences of the 82nd Airborne Division's

LAB, 3-73 Armor. Accordingly, current light armor doctrine focuses primarily

on direct flre support to airborne infantry units, while the current LAB

organizaional design reflects its normal employment: attachment of an armor

company with each combat brigade of the 82nd Airborne Division. In addition,

S~11



the peacetime and combat operations of 3-73 Armor demonstrate numerous

deficiencies of the M551AI Sheridan. In addition to the deficiencies identified

during Operation JUST CAUSE, additional problems with the Sheridan include

its inadequate armor and the limitations of its 152mm main 'gun: insufficient

range and long time of flight, due to the trajectory of its oversized ammunition.Y

Reflecting the lessons of JUST CAUSE and DESERT STORM, emerging

doctrine, organization, and materiel for U. S. Army light armor forces focuses on

improvement of both the number and capability of U.S. Army light armor units

available for contingency operations. Draft LAB doctrine, contained in the

preliminary draft of FM 17-18. Light Armor Operations, retains a primary focus

on the operation of light armor =its in support of light infantry units. This draft

doctrine also recognizes the role of light armor forces in contingency operations,'

to include traditional tactical missions in support of light infantry forces as well as

standard armor force operations. The requirement for "rapid strategic and tactical

worldwide deployment" is highlighted, as is the need to operate in a wide variety

of political, military, and geographic environments."

The bulk of the draft doctrine for light armor operations addresses the

employment of these forces in a traditional light infantry support role,

accomplishing missions such as close assaults with infantry, infantry and armor

combined arms battle drills, reduction of obstacles, enhancing the mobility of

dismounted infantry units, combat operations in urban environments, defense in

strongpoints, convoy security, mobile reserve, rear area operations, and

12



Noncombatant Evacuation Operation (NEO) sapport. Similarly, FM 1I-

identifies a variety of standard security and reconnaissance missions that can be

performed by the LAB either with or without the division's cavalry assets, to

include guard, screen, covering force, zone or area reconnaissance,

reconnaissance in force, and route reconnaissance, clearance, and security." The

draft doctrine also notes that light armored forces can perform standard armor

missions requiring "massed direct, heavy caliber firepower, mobility, and shock

effect," such as deliberate attack, movement to contact, hasty attack, counterattack

by fre, limited penetrations, and exploitation.- While FM 17-18 recognizes that

light armor units may be required to perform reconnaissance, security, and armor

missions, the manual does not explain how fight armor units perform these

operations; rather, the manual refers the reader to FM 71-I. The Tank and

Mechanized Infant mpa eam and FM 71-2. The Tank and Mechanized

InfaL.' BattalioTask For and then devotes the remainder of the manual to

light armor platoon, company, and battalion operations with light infantry units.

Reflecting the "newness" of additional light armor forces in the U.S.

Army, doctrine for the light armored cavalry regiment (LACR) is still in the

concept development stage. Indeed, doctrine for this new organization is limited

to general concepts for employment: of the organization and reflects the fact that

this organization is primarily based on existing armored cavalry regiment (ACR)

doctrine, organization, and materieL For example, the objective design LACR

13



squadron can perform the same missions as its ACR ancestor: reconnaissance,

security, and economy of force.'

The U.S Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) is currently

developing an updated LAB organizational design and a series of organizptional

designs for the LACR. The organizational design for the LAB presented in FM

1718 (see appendix A) is based on the current armor battalion design, with the

only significant difference the substitution of light armor vehicles for the Ml

tanks in the current armor battalion design. This organizational design specifies a

battalion headquarters company (HHC) and four light armor companies.33 The

HHC consists of scout, medical, maintenance, support, communications, and

mortar platoons.' Each light armor company consists of a company headquarters,

equipped with two armored gun systems, and three light armor platoons of four

armored gun systems each." According to Combined Arms Command - Combat

Developments (CAC-CD) representatives, this organization is not finali7ed,

however, with inclusion of the scout and mortar platoons the primary point of

contention.3'

Similarly, the objective design of the LACR (see appendix A) is based on

the existing ACR design, updated with new or fighter armor vehick ' The

decision to model the organization of the LACR on the existing ACR design was

based on the following factors: the basic design of the ACR is combat-proven,

the ACR design is optimized for security missions but is capable of performing

reconnaissance missions, and standardization of design minimizes turbulence in

14



institutional training and results in less turbulence for individual soldiers rotating

between different cavalry organizations. The resulting organization is more than

50% lighter than a traditional ACR1Y

The proposed LACR design specifies the fonlowing organizations: a

regimental headquarters and headquarters troop (Hil), a chemical company, an

air defense artillery battery, an engineer company, a military intelligence

company, a non-fine-of-sight anti-tank company, three light armored cavalry

squadrons, a regimental aviation squadron, and a support squadron. Paralleling

"existing ACR squadron organizational design, the light ACR squadron consists of

an HHT; three light armored cavalry troops equipped with M1 13A3 scout

"vehicles, armored gun systems, and 120mm mortars; a light armor company w.;th

fourteen armored gun systems; and an artillery battery with eight self-propelled

155m howitzers.3

The key materiel component of the LAB and LACR designs is the XM8

Armored Gun System (AGS), the replacement for the M551AI. The basic design

priorities for the AGS are deployabl-ty from United States Air Force (USAF)

tactical airlift aircraft, sufficient lethality to destroy threat main battle tanks

(MBTs) at extended ranges, adequate armor protection to protect crewmembers

against artillery blasts and direct fire weapons up to fight antitank weapons, and

sufficient sustainability to allow an AGS-equipped unit to fight with minimal

external support." Reflecting these basic design priorities, the preliminary AGS

requirements specified a weight of less than 17.5 tons in an airdrop configuration,

15
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mandated armor protection and mobility at least equal to that of the M551A1, and

required an M60A3-level fire control system with full main gun stabilization and a

low-recoil 105mm main gun.'

In June 1992, the U.S. Armys Tank and Automotive Command

(TACOM) awarded FMC Corporation a 46 month development contract for

production of six prototype vehicles, a hull and turret for ballis•tic testing, and a

technical data package for a manufacturing program, based on FMC's Close

Combat Vehicle Light (CCVL). Low rate production of the AGS is scheduled

for September 1994, with fiust delivery in late 1996 or early 1997 to the 82nd

Airborne Division. Fielding of the AGS to the 2nd ACR (Light) is scheduled for

2000, with the fielding of two additional LABs in 20C1-2002."

Selected characteristics of the FMC AGS design include a main gun

auto-loader, reduction of crew size to three men, a twenty-one round main gun

ammunition magazine with an additional nine rounds stored in the hull by the

driver, a tracked propulsion system with low ground pressure (8.7 lbs/in2), and a

governed maximum speed of 45 miles per hour. In addition, the XM8's 150

gallon fuel capacity provides a 300 mile cruising range. Development costs and

AGS-umique maintenance requirements arn minimized through maximum use of

existing military components, to include the XM-35 105mm main gun, the M977

HEMMT engine, the M21M3 IFV/CFV transmission and power control handles,

Challenger II MBT fire control components, and LAV-105 primary sight units.42

16
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Other XM8 technical characteristics are presented in appendix B, including

comparisons with other armor vehicles.

The XM8 is designed for deployment by a variety of deployment means,

to include sealift and airlift The physical dimensions and weight of the XM8

pe it the transport of one XM8 on a C-130 transport aircraft, two XM8s on a

C-141 aircraft, and up to three XM8s on a C5-A or C-17 aircraft.0 The key to the

XM8's strategic deployability is its modular add-on armor packages, which allow

configuration of the XM8 to meet the weight and height restrictions of various

deployability methods. The basic XM8 configurations are summarized in Table

Table 1 - XM8 Delivery Methods

"Wilvewy Metk WD Prertede Lovn l Rem.rka

PmAdCt 17.8 Tom Level I (Atillaryfiagunets and Opola and basic load delivered
.alli W:nw) separately

C130M lI-o and 19.2 Tao Level I (Artillery fragints and
Rall-off mail armsa

C141 Rall-oiand 21.2 Tons Levl U (Huavy machine gans
Roll-off and liht camons)

C5A Roll-on and 24.8 Tomi Level In (Canmon ip to 30mm)
Roll-off

As the XM8 configuration matrix indicates, the XM8 is not designed to

have the same level of crew protection as a modem MBT, such as an M1A I or

LEOPARD H. Instead, the XM8 crew is forced to rely on the XM8.- speed and

agility to fight even the oldest MBTs that it might face.

The XM8 has not been significantly shortchanged in armament or fire

control Its 105mm main gun is capable of firing projectiles that can defeat all but
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the most modern MBTs, while its fire control system includes full turret

stabilization and a thermal sight unit. The recoil of the 105mm camnon mounted

in the XM8, normally a significant problem in armored vehicles as light as the

XM8, is reduced by utilization of a long recoil stroke and a muzzle brake. The

selection of this caliber of main gun was based on the widespread availability of

NATO standard 105mm ammunition and the range of threats that the XM8 is

postolated to face. 5

The French Army and Light Armor Vehicles:

The French Army has utilized light armor forces and wheeled light armor

vehicles in its conventional and contingency forces since the end of World War II.

The primary reasons cited for the French Armys reliance on wheeled light armor

vehicles are the light weight of these vehicles and their improved supportability

compared to tracked vehicles.' In addition, the French Army believes that these

vehicles are especially suited for contingency operations because they possess

adequate straegic nd tactical mobility, as well as sufficient armament to

effectively defeat the typical armor systems in most Third World nations:

T-54/55/62 tanks.47

The French Armyes rapid deployment force, the Force d'Action Rapide

(FAR), has relied on light armor forces since its creation, deploying these forces

in operations throughout the world, to include Africa and the Middle East. Light

armor vehicles easily meet the basic design characteristics of all vehicles in the
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FAR: air trr. sportable, amphibious, mechanically reliable, simple to operate, and

easily supported logistically.4"

The FAR was formed in 1983 from existing units in the French Army and

is designed to provide forces to support France's many defense agreements with

other nations, especially its former coloaies in Africa, while retaining the

capabiifty to assist in the defense of continental France.' The creation of the FAR

reflects general French principles for contingency operations: prevent crises by

prepositioning forces and equipment, protecting forward airfields, and maintaining

a robust military retaliation capability.- Basic characteristics of the FAR include

its power projection capability, achieved through the strategic and tactical mobility

of its forces, and its f'repower, enhanced through a balanced combination of

assets. In addition, the FAR possesses tactical flexibility, achieved through its

modular structure, modem communications systems, and a robust capability for

joint operations developed from numerous joint exercises. Finally, the FAR has a

proven capability to rapidly react to crises, provided by its professional soldiers,

high state of readiness, and mature alert system."

The FAR has extensive experience with contingency operations since its

organization. FAR deployments in support of United Nations peacekeeping

operations include Beirut (1984), Aden (1986), Cambodia (1991), and

Bosnia/Croatia (199 2 ). ' Units of the FAR have also deployed to Africa on

numerous operations, to include a series of major operations in Chad from 1983 to

1992 during which FAR elements, including light armor forces, and Chadian light
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armor units successfully fought and defeated Soviet-equipped Libyan Army

forces.' In addition, French Army forces deployed for Operation DESERT

STORM included the light armor forces of the FAR's 6th Light Armored

Division, augmented with a regiment of A?,bX30B MBTs and additional

artillery.' Finally, recent newspaper stories report that French peacekeeping

forces in Yugoslavia will shortly include light armor forces."

The primary fighting forces assigned to the FAR are five combat

divisions: the 9th Marine Infantry Division, the 11 th Parachute Division, the 27th

Mountain Infantry Division, the 4th Airmobile Division, and the 6th Light

Armored Division.' All of these units, except for the 4th Airmobile Division,

contain fight wheeled armor units. The 11 th Parachute and 27th Mountain

Divisions' light armor forces consist of a single armored cavalry regiment, while

the 9th Marine Infantry and 6th Light Armored Divisions both contain two

armored cavalry regiments and two motorized infantry regiments. An

organizational diagram for a French armored cavalry regiment is at appendix A."

Current doctrine, organization, and materiel for French light armor forces

reflect the French Armys concept of tailoring organiz3tions for specific

contingency operations. Based on the tmique requirements of each crisis

situation, units are selected from both FAR assets and French Army conventional

forces. These forces are then task-organized into temporary combined arms

organizations. If the situation demands a significant watitank capability, the basic
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building blocks of the task force will be armored cavalry and mechanized infantry

units. •'

Despite the difficulty of creating tempnrary task forces for specific

contingency operations, the French Army's doctrine for contingency forces is

much less detailed than comparable U.S. Army doctrine." In fact, the French

Army currently has no specific doctrine for the use of light armor forces in

contingency operations, although such doctrine is in development at the French

Armor SchooL Lacking specific doctrine for the employment of light armor

forces in contingency operations, the French Army relies on the initiative and

improvisation capabilities of junior leaders to arrive at appropriate solutions to

tactical problems presented in contingency operations."

The primary light armor vehicles used by the French Army are the

AML-245 armored car, the ERC-90 armored reconnaissance vehicle, and the

AMXIORC armored reconnaissance vehicle. Although no longer used by active

units in the French Army, the AML-245 series of armored cars was one of the

most successful western armored cars ever produced. More than 4800 AML-245s

were produced in France from 1961 to 1987 and more than 30 naticns still utilize

variants of this vehicle. In addition, South Africa has manufactured an additional

1300 AML-245s under license. The primary variants of the lightweight (6 ton)

4X4 AML-245 are the AML.60, which mounts a 60mm mortar in its turret and

the AML-90, equipped with a 90mm main gun."'
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The ERC-90 SAGAIE is the current standard armored car of the FAR,

replacing AML-90s in the 11 th Parachute and 27th Mountain Divisions' armored

cavalry regiments. First fielded in 1984, the 9 ton ERC-90 is designed to meet

specific French intervention force requirements: transportable on the C160

TRANSALL aircraft, amphibious, light enough to use typical African bridges,

and capable of defeating T-72 MBTs.' 2 The 6 wheeled ERC-90's welded steel

hull provides increased crew protection, compared to the AML-245, as well as

improved automotive performance and mechanical reliability, while being cheaper

and lighter than the AMXIORC.6

The AMX1ORC is the primary light armor vehicle currently used by the

6th Light Armored and 9th Marine Infantry Divisions' armored cavalry

regiments, as well as armored cavalry regiments not assigned to the FAR. First

fielded in 1979, more than 400 AMXX1ORCs have been produced by GIAT

industries for the French, Singapore, and Moroccan Armies. The 17.5 ton

airliftable AMXIORC has a 6 X 6 wheeled drive configuration, a 105mm main

gun, and a level of mobility claimed to be equal to an MBT.' This vehicle has

been extensively used in French contingency operations, to include Operation

MANTA in Chad (August 1983 - November 1984) and Operation DESERT

STORM, where its reliability and maneuverability were praised by users.65 This

vehicle is not without its critics, however. Many French armored cavalrymen

dislike the AMXIORC, believing it too large and heavy for properly conducting

mounted reconnaissance operations. In addition, the AMXIORC is faulted for
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looking like a tank, while lacking the protective armor of a tank.' Illustrating the

French Army's recognition of the limitations of this vehicle, the 6th Light

Armored Division was immediately augmented with an AMX3OB MBT Regiment

when the division was alerted for duty in Saudi Arabia for Operation DESERT

STORM. In addition, the 6th Division's AMXIORCs were upgraded in Saudi

Arabia with additional turret armor and improved 105mm kinetic energy

ammuition. 6

Lessons From French Experiences with Light Armor Forces:

The French Army has recognized a variety of lessons concerning the

utility of its fight armor vehicles and forces. Colonel Castillon, the French LNO

to Fort Leavenworth in 1986 and a former armored cavalry regiment commander,

"stated that "Fast mobile forces are the key to effective operations in the desert ...

our AMXIORC wheeled light tank has proved to be the light, rapid, reliable

armored vehicle we need on sand as well as on roads."' The official French

Jr Army lessons from the 6th Light Armored Division's service in Operation

-.,"DESERT STORM, according to the current French LNý O to Fort Leavenworth,

include the demonstrated adequacy of the FAR's strate ic and tactical mobility, as

well as the successful interoperability achieved both wi hin and outside of the

FAR. 0 In the wake of Operation DESERT STORM, h wever, numerous faults

of the French armed services have been publicly highlighted, to include the

obsolescence of French aircraft and MBTs, inadequacy of French military
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intelligence systems, and shortages of ammunition." No specific faults with the

FAR's light armor forces were identified, however, confirming the general success

of the doctrine, organization, and materiel of these forces.

Still, there are several lessons demonstrated by th French Army's combat

experiences with light armor forces. The foremost lesson is the French Army's

realization that a light armor vehicle should not be employed as an MBT unless no

other option is available. This lesson is demonstrated by the FAR's use of MBTs

for Operation DESERT STORM, where the enemy armor threat demanded more

capable vehicles than the 6th Division's AMXIORCs. In addition, the French

Army recognizes that contingency forces should be task-organized based on the

unique requirements of each contingency operation. Finally, the numerous

deployments of the FAR since 1983 demonstrate the French Army's realization

that all units in a task-organized contingency force must have comparable tactical

mobility. As a result, regardless of the type of infantry unit selected fcr

deployment, battlefield ground transportation means are normally provided in the

contingency area of operations.

Planned future developments for French light armor forces include

organizational enhancements and a new family of light armor vehicles. For

example, the French Army is considering the addition of a fourth armored cavalry

squadron to each armored cavalry regiment, further increasing the regimenfs

flexibility and combat power."1 In addition, the French Army is plnning to

increase the tactical mobility of the airborne infantry units in the FAR through the
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provision of sufficient VAB APCs in each airborne regiment to transport one

company.7" Finally, the French Army is currently planning its next generation of

armor vehicles, the VBM family of vehicles. A 17 to 18 ton troop transport

vehicle and a 30 to 35 ton direct fire support vehicle are two potential VBM

variants. These vehicles will match the mobility of the new French MBT, the

LECLERC, and will replace the existing AMXI0 and VAB series of vehicles.

Recognizing the success of their predecessors and the continued importance of

"strategic mobility requirements, the VBM vehicles will probably retain wheeled

drive systems, while resolving shortcomings of the AMX1O and VAB designs.73

The South African Defense Force and Light Armor Vehicles:

The South African Defence Force (SADF), the other leading Western

user of wheeled light armor vehicles, indeed the most powerful and best equipped

military force south of Egypt, relies on lightly armored wheeled reconnaissance

and fire support vehicles to provide strategic and tactical mobility, as well as

direct fire support, for its border security and counterinsurgency units.'

Although its military operations were not well-publicized in the United States, the

SADF conducted an extensive series of combat actions in Namibia and Angola

from 1975 to 1989. During this period, SADF ruits, consisting primarily of

task-organized motorized infantry and armored reconnaissance units equipped

with light armor vehicles, fought and defeated Angolan rebel forces up to brigade

/ , "size that were trained, equipped, and supervised by the Soviet Union and Cuba.
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The SADF has four general missions: internal security, counter-terrorism,

conventional combat, and border/counter-insurgency operations." The first two

missions are primarily accomplished by paramilitary security police organizations,

while the last two missions are accomplished by the military components of the

SADF.7' A mobilization-based army, the few standing units in the SADF are

primarily organized to conduct contingency operations: border security, raids, and

economy of force operations pending mobilization and transportation of heavy

forces. These units are threat and terrain-oriented, the design of these forces is

optimized for the use of quick, highly mobile infantry combat vwhicles (ICVs),

proven to be successful in the vast expanses of the country and border areas.'

Like the French Army, SADF doctrine for contingency operations stresses

combined arms, junior leader initiative, leadership from the front, and aggressive

offensive operations, rather than detailed, prescrIptive doctrine.78 An example of a

typical combined force used in South Africa's numerous actions in Angola was

the 61st Mechanized Battalion Group, formed from the Namibia-based 61st South

African Infantry Battalion. This group, which participated in every major SADF

operation in Angola from 1979 to 1989, totaled approximately 1200 pers6nnel and

326 vehicles when it participated in Operation HOOPER in 1987. Clearly

demonstrating the SADFs belief in task organization, the components of the 61st

Mechanized Battalion Group for this operation included mechanized Iinfantry,

armored reconnaissance, armor, and artillery units.79
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An MBT company was included for this operation because of the

increasing number of Soviet-supplied T-"54/55 tanks facing the South African

forces. While the SADFs standard fire support vehicle, the RATEL/90, is

capable of defeating most MBTs with a well-placed main gun round, its only

protection agaist enemy MBT fires is its mobility advantage. Accordingly, the

SADF gradually developed tactics similar to those used by French-trained

Chadian forces when fighting Libyan armor forces: employ highly mobile light

armor vehicles to lure enemy armor forces into prepared antitank weapon

ambushes, then destroy the enemy MBTs with friekh"y M•T', ATGM, and

artillery fires.

The SADF possesses a large fleet of armor vehicles, consisting of

approximately 250 OLIPHANT MBTs, 1600 ELAND armored cars, 1500

RATEL-family mechanized infantry fighting vehicles, and 1500 other APCs and

fire support vehicles. The OLIPHANTs are modernized British Centurian tanks

with 105mm main guns. Although the latest version of the OLIPHANT is

capable of defeating T-54/55/62 tanks and possibly T-72 MBTs, if required, the

OLIPHANTs lack of strategic mobility and extensive logistic and maintenance

requirements severely restrict its utility in any operation. In addition, the terrain

of most of southern Africa is more suitable for wheeled operations; accordingly,

all of the SADFs armor vehicles, except for the OLIPHANT and its recovery

variant, are wheeled."
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The primary armor vehicles currently used by the SADF, other than the

OLIPHANT, are the ELAN] armored car, the RATEL family of vehicles, and a

new vehicle, the ROOIKAT combat recounaissace vehicle. The ELAND is the

South African version of the French Armys AML-245 armored car. Versions of

the ELAND used by the SADF include 90mm main gun, and 60mim mortar, and

20mm cannon equipped models.8" The ELAND is primarily used as an armored

reconnaissance vehicle, providing long-range reconnaissance and security for

mechanized infantry forces.

"Recognizing the requirement for a modem infantry fighting vehicle, the

SADF developed the RATEL family of vehicles. Incorporating lessons learned

from South Africa's years of border and counterinsurgency operations, the 6 X 6

RATEL incorporates many features designed to improve crew and vehicle

protection from mine blasts, to include a welded steel monoque hull with a

pronounced vee-shaped profile. The SADF uses many different configurations of

RATELs, to include versions equipped with machine guns, cannons, mortars,

90mm main guns, and command and control systems.'

The ROOIKAT, the South African Army's newest light armor vehicle,

was specifically developed beicause of operational deficiencies in the ELAND/90

and RATEIJ90 demonstrated during combat operations in Angola. Although the

ELAND/90's HEAT ammunitin was capable of defeating Angolan T-54 and

T-55 tanks at short ranges, the ifor cross-country mobility of the ELAND,

especially compared with RATEL-mounted infantry units, highlighted the
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ELAND's obsolescence. The RATEIJ90, created by mounting the ELAND/90

turret on the RATEL chassis, was an expedient solution to this problem, but the

effectiveness of its low pressure 90mm main gun against more modem MBTs was

questionable. In addition, the RATEL190 was handicapped by its rudimentary fire

control system and lack of a main gun stabilization system. As a result, the South

African Army began evaluating a potential replacement for the ELAND/90, the

ROOIKAT, in 1976.

The ROOIKAT design selected for production has a 27 ton 8 X 8 wheeled

chive configuration. The vehicle's welded steel hull provides crew protection

! " against small arms, artillery fragments, and armor piercing cannon rounds up to

23mm, as well as mine blasts. A high velocity 76mm main gun enables the

ROOIKAT to defeat enemy T-54/55/62 MBTs from all angles of attack at ranges

up to 2000m using armor-piercing fim-stabilized discrding sabot tracer

(APFSDST) rounds, while allowing more ammo storage than afforded by a larger

weapon. The main gun is also capable of f'ring a high explosive-tracer (HE-T)

round for direct and indirect fire support. Modem fire control systems support

stabilized target engagement during cross-country movement, while passive night

sights enhance the vehicle's night capability. Other key design features of the

ROOIKAT are its high cross-country mobility and 1000 km radius of operation.

The ROOIKAT's primary role is reconnaissance; when fully fielded, it will

Sireplace most of the ELAND/90s currently used by the SADFs reconnaissance

units.8
3
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Lessons from South African Experiences with Light Armor Units:

Although its light armor vehicles were adequate for most operations

against Angolan rebel forces, the SADF f,'mnd it necessary to activate reserve

MBT units when faced with a significant armor threat Once these heavy forces

had deployed to the Angolan area of operations, SADF contingency forces relied

on the OLIPHANT MBTs and highly accurate indirect fire systems to destroy

Angolan armor forces. The SADFs activation of MBT units demonstrates the

SADFs realization of the firepower and protection shortcomings of ight armor

vehic;,s.

The SADF has also developed highly-mobile logistic support vehicles

designed to support platoon size light armor and infantry units. The platoon

support version of the RATEL, for example, is designed and equipped to support

a mechanized infantry or armored reconnaissance platoon for seven days of

operations.u In addition, the SADF is considering the development of a

ROOIKAT-based platoon support vehicle."

Future developments in the SADF include organizational restructuring,

major budget reductions, doctrinal initiatives, and continued fielding of the

ROOIKAT. The SADF is also studying the feasibility of upgrading the

ROOIKAT with a 105mm main gun to improve ik ability to defeat modem

MBTs, although this change may be driven more by a desire to sell the

ROOIKAT outside of South Africa than by local armor threats.'
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Section 4 - Analysis of Emerging U.S. Army Concepts for Light

ArorrFmcc

The following section of this study analyzes emerging U.S. Army

concepts for the doctrine, organization, and materiel of light armor forces, using

the contingency force considerations developed in section 2 - adequacy,

deployability, supportability, affordability, versatifity, and force tailoring. In

addition, the lessons determined from French aid South African use of light

armor forces, presented in the preceding section of this study, are used to examine

emerging U.S. army concepts for light armor forces.

Analyis of Emerging Doctrine:

Although there is no explicit requirement for light armor forces in Army

keystone doctrine, current and future versions of FM 100-5. Operations recognize

the increased importance of contingency operations and the need for more

deployable Army forces. Emerging doctrine for light armor forces recognizes the

limitations of these forces and focuses on their most likely employment with light

infantry units, but fails to adequately address other Tcssile eMployment options,

such as employment of light armor forces with heavy armor, mechanized infantry,

or antitank unit3.

Adequacy. Existing and emerging army doctrine does not explicitdy

recognize a requirement for light armor forces in the army force structure. For
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example, the 1986 version of FM 100-5. Operations descrDibs six types of

maneuver units: light infantry, mechanized infantry, motorized infantry, armor,

cavalry, and aviation. In addition, the discussion of armor units in this manual

does not specifically address either heavy or light armor units, although it does

identify the slow etrategic deployability of armor units as a key limitation,"...

because their weight and amount of equipment require deployment by sea.""

Similarly, the 1992 preiminary draft of FM 100-5 does not specifically address

light armor units, although it does delete any references to the slow deployability

of armor units in its discussion of types of forces in the military.u

Deployab~ity. Emerging !,.-trine recognizes the existence of a tradeoff

between the speed of deployment and the magnitude of ground firepower

necessary for a contingency operation. ThLs does not preclude the use of heavier

forces in a contingency operation, however, as the 1992 preliminary draft of FM

100-5 explains:

Often a rapidly deployed force can resolve a crisis and
achieve theater aims faster and with a smaller commitment of
forces than a larger but slower response option. Accordingly, all
types of Army units - light, armored, and special operations forces
- must be prepared for deployment..

Suppyrtal- lty. Emerging light armor doctrine recognizes the criticality

and inrerent diffiki;ty of supporting light armor units in their usual situation:

atached to light infzntry forces; FM 17-18 (Preliminary Draft) states that "Light

Infantry units are not equipped to support the LAB's combat service support

(CSS) needs, especially in Class IMl and Class IX."' The doctrinal answer to this
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limitation is task-organized support packages from the LAB's CSS assets and

available division and corps support assets, although thee selution depends on

sufficient strategic lift to deploy these additional CSS assets."

Affordability. Emerging doctrine does not specifically address the issue

of force affordability. FM 17-18 does, however, note that suitability and

availability are two major considerations when the use of light armor forces is

considered in any type of contingency operations.'9

"Versatility. FM 100-5 (Preliminary Draft) stresses that the Army must

be ... ready to go virtually anywhere, at any time, in different mixes and

combinations of forces, for varying purposes, in war and operations other than

war." 3 Similarly, FM 17-18 recognizes that light armor forces must be prepared

to operate in any state of the operational continuum - peacetime competition,

conflict; and war - anywhere in the world, against a wide variety of threats."4

Force Tailoring. Combined arms operations is a fimdamental principle of

Army doctrine, according to both versions of FM 100-5.5 Demonstrating this

fundamental principle, FM 17-18 states that light armor platoons and companies

are normally employed with light infantry forces of squad through brigade size, as

dictated by mission requirements. In addition, this manual recognizes that LABs

may be employed as a division or corps maneuver force.96 However, FM 17-18

does not address other attachment situations, such as the possible employment of

light armor forces with armor, mechanized infantry, or antitank units. All of these

situations are possible in contingency operations and should be addressed by
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doctrine. Finally, although FM 17-18 relies on existing armor doctrine to handle

these situations, this reliance may be inappropriate because of the questionable

applicability of existing armor doctrine, due to the significant differences in the

lethality and protection characteristics of an AGS-equipped unit and a

MBT-equipped unit.

FDaluation of Organizational Concepts

The proposed organizational designs for light armor forces closely parallel

successful existing designs for the MI-equipped armor battalion and ACR.

Although modeling new light armor organizations on existing armor organizatiorts

greatly simplifies the force design process, the result may not reflect actual

mission requirements or employment considerations for the new organizations. in

addition, the characteristics and limitations of the primary weapon system of these

new light armor organizations - the XM8 AGS - should be a major factor in the

organizational design process.

Adequacy. Plans for two different types of light armor organizations

ensure the proper type of light armor force is available for different types of

contingency operations. The LAB is designed for task organization with light

infantry units and is uptimizAd for deployment by strategic airlift. Although

capable of traditional armor missions, the LAB will probably devote most of its

assets to support of light infantry organizations. In contrast, the LACR is an

innateiy combined arms organization, possessing greater flexibility and firepower
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than the LAB. The LACR's most probable deployment is as a reinforcing

organization following the initial deployment of light forces, because of its salifl

requirements, with its most likely employment the performance of traditional

armored cavalry missions.

Deployability. Organizational designs for the LAB and the LACR,

although paralleling existing heavy organizations, are inherently more deployable

than heavy organizations because of the smaller size and weight of their primary

fighting vehicles. In addition, both types of light armor organizations can be

reorganized into smaller, more deployable sub-units, such as platoons and

companies/troops.

Supportability. Although the LAB and LACR designs have sufficient

flexibilty in their organizational designs to create support packages for detached

sub-units, these units are still heavily dependent on support not normally available

from light infantry organizations. The LACR is the more supportable of the two

organizations, because of the robustness of its organic support assets. The price

of this robustness, however, is the reduced deployability of this organization.

Affordabllty. Three LABs and a single LACR should be adequate to

cover a wide variety of possible contingency operations and provide sufficient

forces for peacetime training, although the difficulty of creating new organizations

in light of current and fiture U.S. Army strength and budget reductions cannot be

ignored. This difficulty has been minimized, however, by creating the LACR
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through conversion of an existing unit and the procurement of an essentially

off-the-shelf AGS design.

Versatility. The organizational designs of the LAB and the LACR

support their employment in almost any environment- The designs of these

organizations are flexile, facilitate task organization, and are not designed for

operations in any specific theater of operations.

Force Tailoring. The designs of the LAB and the LACR are very

amenable to task organization. Despite the flexibility of these designs, the units to

which light armor forces will normally be task-organized - light infantry units -

have a very limited capability to provide logistic support to light armor units.

Evaluation of Materiel Concepts:

The AGS appears to be an adequate direct fire system for support of light

infantry operations. The AGS shortcomings in firepower and crew protection, if

forced to fight modem MBTs, demonstrate the importance of rapid deployment of

American heavy forces if combat operations against a threat force with a

significant quantity of MBTs are envisioned.

Adequacy. The AGS system will provide adequate firepower for direct

fire support to infantry operations. Although the 105mm main gun of the AGE is

inherently less capable than the 120mm and larger main guns on modem MBTs,

continued advancements in munitions technologies may improve the performance

of the low-recoil 105mm gun. Regardless of the effectiveness of its main gun, the
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armor of the AGS does not provide adequate protection for its crew if utilized to

fight MBTs.

Deployability. The AGS itself and the AGS-equipped LAB are designed

for deployment by a variety of means to include airdrop operations. The LACR

depends on more traditional deployment means because of its greater size and the

bulk of many of its vehicles, especially its self-propelled howitzers.

"-. Supportability. The AGS, despite its high degree of component

commonality with existing U.S. Army systems, will be a challenge to support

because of the low number of procured systems and the difficulty of supporting

AGS units cross-attached to light infantry units and due to the austere combat

service support capabilities of these units. In addition, none of the systems that

'I ..provide components to the XM8 AGS design are organic to the light division,

further highlighting the unique maintenance support requirements of the LAB.

Affordability. The LAB and the LACR are affordable forces because of

the low number of AGSs required to equip these units and the low number of

contingency operations that should require their use. Another factor improving

the affordability of these units is the fact that they will usually be replaced by

heavier units once these organizations have deployed to a contingency area,

, releasing these light armor units for other contingency operations, as required.

Versatility. The equipment used in the LAB and the LACR, especially

"/i the AGS, are designed for operations throughout the world. The AGS should

/,3
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"actually be more usable than its heavier counterparts, due to its low weight and

low ground pressure.

Force Tailoring. The materiel of the LAB and the LACR are not unique

to these organizations, with the exception of the AGS, which simplifies their task

organization with a variety of other forces.

"Application of French and South African Light Armor Experiences:

The first challenge for the U.S. Army is to identify and extract appropriate

lessons from the light armor experiences of other armed forces. This does not

mean that U.S. Army light armor forces should necessarily resemble or operate

like light armor forces of other nations. The U.S. Army should, however, be

capable of evaluating its concepts against the experiences of the French Army and

SADF and decide whether or not the U.S. Army is making correct decisions about

the doctrine, organization, and materiel of its emerging light armor forces.

The French lessons for use of light armored forces, presented in section 3

of this study, are: (1) Light armor vehicles should not be employed as main battle

tanks unless no other option is available, (2) Contingency forces should be

task-organized based on the unique mission requirements of each specific

contingency operation, and (3) All forces in a task-organized contingency force

should have comparable tactical mobility.

The South African lessons, also presented in the preceding section, are:

(1) Light armor forces have great utility in contingency operations because of their
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"tactical and strategic mobility, firepower, and supportability, (2) Task-organize

contingency forces based on mission requirements and threat capabilities, (3)

D-stroy enemy armor forces with MBT-equipped units and artillery fires

wh-rnver possible, and (4) Adequate logistic support for task-organized light

armor forces requires highly-mobile dedicated logistic support vehicles.

Evaluation of Emerging Concepts for U.S. Army Light Armor Forces

Evaluated against the lessons of the French and South African armies,

U.S. Army doctrine for light armor operations correctly focuses on task-organized

operations, but should address more task organization alternatives than the

traditional attachment of light armor units to light infantry organizations. In both

French and South African experience, the attachment of light armor forces to light

"I infantry units was the exception, rather than the norm. Although these forces do

not possess the strategic deployment means available to American contingency

forces, the French and South African armies have opted for the use of heavier

contingency forces, task-organized from motorized, mechanized, and light armor

forces, rather than the light infantry forces favored by the U.S. Army. The

French and South African militaries selected these heavier types of contingency

forces because of the increased lethality, mobility, and protection provided by the

equipment and organization of these units. The decreased strategic mobility of

these organizations is countered by the use of prepositioned equipment, preference
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for wheeled rather than tracked systems, and the use of indigenous military units

whenever possible.

In addition, American light armor force doctrine needs to specifically

address how light armor units should fight an enemy with MBTs, if this situation

occus, given the documented capabilities and limitations of the AGS. The

French and South African armies have developed specific techniques for the

"defeat of enemy MBTs by light armor-equipped contingency forces, based on

their extensive combat experiences against Soviet-equipped third world forces.

The key characteristics of these techniques is the use of combined arms and

friendly MBTs, if available.

Neither foreign army examined in this study has LABs; instead, their light

armored forces are organized as armored cavalry, infantry fire support, and

reconnaissance units. The implicit reason for this organizational decision is the

realization by both foreign armies that light armor vehicles are not M3Ts, and,

therefore, light armor organizations should not be designed or employed like

MBT-equipped units. Does the U.S. Army actually require LABs, or could the

AGS assets procured for these organizations be more effectively employed in a

different organization?

In addition, although the doctrine, organization, and materiel of emerging

U.S. Army light armor forces support task organizing to meet specific mission

requirements, an organic platoon logistic support vehicle, as used by the SADF,

would appear to further increase the supportability and versatility of any light
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armored organization. Such a vehicle, based on the AGS chassis, would reduce

the difficulty of task-organizing light armor units with light infantry units and

increase the operating range and flexibility of light armor units.

Finally, the AGS is comparable in general design and capability to the

very successful "heavier" light armored vehicles used by the South African and

French armies, such as the AMX1ORC and the ROOIKAT, although the

long-range impact of the AGS' fewer crewmembers and tracked rather than

wheeled drive system is unknown. These vehicles have performed well in a

variety of environments throughout the world, against a wide range of threats, and

have proven both strategically and tactically deployable, as well as economical to

operate and support.

Section 5 - Conclusion and Recommendations

"Emerging U.S. Army concepts for light armor forces in contingency

operations should result in the more deployable armor organizations demanded by

V contingency operations requirements. There are, however, major flaws in the

emerging doctrine, organizations, and materiel for these forces, suggesting that

"additional analysis and study should focus on these forces even while they are

being created, organized and equipped.

Specifically, emerging doctrine for U.S. Army light armor forces, as

presented in FM 17-18 (Preliminary Draft), fails to adequately address both the

firepower and protection limitations of the AGS and the possible employment of
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the LAB with any organization other than light infantry units. In addition, the

proposed organizational designs for the LAB and the LACR reflect existing heavy

organizational designs rather than specific requirements for light armor forces in

contingency operations and the limitations of the AGS. The XM8 AGS does

appear to be an improvement over its predecessor, however, while remaining an

appropriately deployable system. The XM8 AGS is, therefore, an appropriate

light armor vehicle for U.S. Army contingency forces, despite the limitations in its

firepower and armor protection.

Recommeodations for Changes to U.S. Army Light Armor Forces.

Doctrine. An AGS-equipped organization is not an MBT-equipped

organization. Emerging doctrine must reflect this difference, as well as

employment options other than attachment to light infantry units. Reliance on

existing armor doctrine in all situations other than attachment to light infanu-y

organizations is an inadequate answer.

Organization. Although copying existing proven organizational designs

should significantly shorten the force design process, the rush to field new light

armor organizations should not prevent continued examination of the requirements

of contingency forces and consideration of different organizational designs.

Problems with the doctrine and organization of light armor forces should not,

however, delay AGS procurement or light armor unit activation. Even if the

emerging doctrine and organization for U.S. Army light armor forces is flawed,
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the number of AGS-equipped units is so small that improvements can and should

appear in an evolutionary fashion, as occurred with both French and South

African light armor forces.

Materiel. The development of a dedicated highly-mobile logistic support

vehicle for AGS-equipped units, preferably on an AGS chassis, should be

vigorously pursued. In addition, coutinued research and development efforts to

improve the lethality and protection of the AGS should be supported.

"4.4
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Appendix A: Light Armor Organizations

French Armored Cavalry Reghnent

limdqwwtwn & 12 E or AMXORC 24 MILWN or
S"ppt Compa 12 VABHOT

3 EI•C-, or AMX1ORC 6 MILAN or
3 Jmp. 3 VABIHOT
1 LIh Truk

T* Regimented Atfs:
36 ERC-90 or AMX 1ORC
24 MILAN or 12 VABHOT
M34 MW

268 VaLaes

Soarr ABC 10M/1
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U.& Light Armaored Cavrlry Regiment
Objective (1999) Design

Trod Rqomectal Assets:

114 AGS 12 NLOS
130 M113A3 6 SEE
24 155mm HOW (SP) 6 ACE
36 MPLH 3 VOLCANO
7 UU•- 3 MICLIC
I UH-" (C2) 13 AVENGER
13 120mm Mortar 8 NBCRS Veb.
4190 Personnel

Source. CAC-CD CSA Briefing
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U.S. Light Armored Cavalry Squadron
Objective (1999) Design

8A AGS 8155mm HOW (SP)

14 M113A3

4 AGS

6 M113A3

4AGS

2120ram Mortar

Total Sqmdron An.esw

3SAGS
53 M113A3
3 155mm HOW (SF)
6 120mm Mortar
763 Pmvound

SCAC-CD CA Bddng
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U.S. Light Armor Battalion
11M 17-18 Design

6 1lz. Mortar F~
2AGS 14 ACS

4A08

534 AGS

6 $1u Moato

Seur "FM 17-18 (Prebim7na DraW
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